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NEUROVASCULAR Co-CULTURES IN HYDROGEL BUILDING BLOCKS 

ABSTRACT 

Creating a tissue or an organ model is the most emerging field of the biomedical research for 

the last decades. Three-dimensional scaffolds that will mimic the extracellular matrix were 

designed and used in various applications to investigate the behavior of cells. 

In this study, both the synthesis of the polymer and the fabrication of three-dimensional 

hydrogel scaffolds were practiced. Gelatin methacrylate (GelMA) was synthesized prior to 

photopolymerization of the hydrogel. A novel scaffold fabrication device was designed and 

manufactured. This device allowed us fabricating computer aided designed geometries 

precisely by using cell encapsulated hydrogel solutions. Since co-culturing cells are 

challenging due to different growth rate and behavior in the culture medium, this device let 

us encapsulate different cells in different hydrogel posts while building a whole geometry.  

The hydrogel texture characterization was performed using colored hydrogel solutions and it 

is observed that the device keep the distinct post in contact precisely. A neural tissue model 

was created using neural, epithelial and endothelial cells as a proof of concept. Cell 

distribution was evaluated using cell trackers that provide observing different cell types under 

fluorescent light and this proved that the fabrication system makes different cell type 

containing hydrogel posts one whole system.  The viability of the co-cultured hydrogel 

system was investigated for seven days. Results showed that the viability of the system was 

above 80% which was a promising data for further studies. Overall findings showed that the 

precise hydrogel alignment device is promising for further application in many fields.  
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HİDROJEL BLOKLARDA NÖROVASKÜLER ALT-KÜLTÜR ÇALIŞMALARI 

ÖZET 

Doku veya organ modeli oluşturmak son yılların en gözde araştırma konularından biri olarak 

karşımıza çıkmaktadır. Bu amaçla, hücrenin ekstrasellüler matrisini taklit edebilecek üç 

boyutlu doku iskeleleri tasarlanmakta ve yapay çevreye farklı hücrelerin verdiği tepkileri 

incelenmektedir.  

Bu çalışmada, hidrojel doku iskelelerinde kullanılan polimerin sentezi ve de bu hidrojel ile 

üç boyutlu doku iskelelerinin üretimi gerçekleştirilmiştir. Jelatin metakrilat  (GelMA) 

polimeri sentezlenmiştir ve farklı desenlerde şekiller oluşturabilecek yeni bir mekanizmaya 

sahip olarak tasarlanan cihaz yardımıyla ve fotopolimerizasyon yöntemi kullanılarak hidrojel 

bloklar üretilmiştir. Bu cihaz, içine hücre hapsedilmiş hidrojel solüsyonları ile bilgisayar 

destekli tasarlanmış farklı desenleri oluşturabilmeyi mümkün kılmaktadır. 

Cihazla üretilen hidrojel blokların karakterizasyonu için renklendirilmiş hidrojel solüsyonu 

kullanılmıştır ve her bir bloğun birbiriyle temas halinde olduğu gözlenmiştir. Sinir, 

endotelyal, epitelyal hücreler kullanılarak basit bir sinir doku modeli oluşturulmuştur. 

Hücrelerin jel bloklar içerisindeki dağılımı, flüoresan parçacıklarla izlenmiştir ve her bir 

hücre tipi ayrı bir hidrojel blok içinde olsa da bir bütün olarak bulundukları gözlenmiştir. 

Hücre canlılığı yedi günlük bir test ile değerlendirilmiştir. Hücre canlılığı %80’in üstünde 

gözlenmiştir. Farklı hücrelerin sahip olduğu farklı büyüme hızı ve kültür ortamındaki farklı 

davranışlarından dolayı hücrelerin alt-kültürü oldukça zor bir süreçtir ancak bu cihaz farklı 

hücre tiplerini ayrı hidrojel bloklarının içine hapsetmeyi sağlayıp aynı zamanda da bütün bir 

şekil oluşturmayı mümkün kıldığından alt-kültür sistemini kolaylaştırmaktadır. 

Tüm analizler dikkate alındığında hidrojel hizalama cihazının çeşitli çalışma sahalarında 

kullanılmak üzere oldukça gelecek vadeden bir tasarım olduğu görülmüştür. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The human body is a system that has three-dimensional structures and consists of various 

types of cells. The skeleton system and the connective tissues let the body endure its three-

dimension structure and all organs function as three dimension systems. So, when modeling 

a tissue or an organ in vitro was considered, the importance of the three-dimensional 

platforms must be well-understood. That is why tissue engineering approaches focus on 

creating supports for cells and making them behave as they do in the body.  

Creating a treatment or a replacement for injured body parts is the main goal of the tissue 

engineering. Recently, tissue engineering is the most emerging field and gains a lot of 

attention from scientific community, governments and media. It is believed that a fully 

functioning organ can be engineered via harvesting a patient’s own cells, culturing them in 

vitro and transferring them into a porous three-dimensional scaffold. However, there are 

obstacles since the biological environment of the organs and the way of their functioning 

mechanism was not thoroughly understood. The main bottleneck of the tissue engineering is 

the fabrication of the “best” scaffold which provides the biocompatibility (creating no host 

reaction when in contact with the body), biodegradation (being able to degrade in time while 

replacing the tissues own extracellular matrix and not producing any toxic degradation 

residues), porosity and permeability (required for the vascularization, nutrient and waste 

transfer), mechanical strength and surface environment that supports cell attachment and 

proliferation [8]. The requirements for an appropriate scaffold are complex and yet not fully 

discovered.  

The main issue for designing a proper scaffold is the material properties. In this case, 

choosing a suitable material is of great importance.  Presumptive materials are ceramics, 

synthetic and natural polymers, metals and the mixture of these materials [53]. 

Metals and ceramics made a great contribution to medicine as orthopedic replacements. 

Stainless steel, cobalt-based and titanium-based alloys [51] were the metals that are used for 

implantation procedures. On the other hand, the ceramics that were typically used were 

bioglass, zirconium, aluminum and calcium phosphate [24]. Hip joints were the most 
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abundantly applied prosthesis that improves many people’s life quality [53]. However, except 

the bio ceramics like tri-calcium phosphate derivatives they are not biodegradable and due to 

material properties, due to it is hard to shape and process them. Considering these major 

handicaps, the scientists directed their attention to the polymeric materials and their 

promising characteristics. 

Polymeric materials were being broadly used for tissue engineering applications. Natural 

polymers such as gelatin, collagen, chitin, chitosan, etc. and synthetic polymers like 

polylactic acid (PLA), polyethylene glycol (PEG), polyurethane (PU) were used widely as 

scaffolds to repair the skin, cartilage and bone injuries. Both natural and synthetic polymers 

have pros and cons. Natural polymers provide a great replacement for the extracellular matrix 

since their origin is from nature and they have the components that already exist in the body. 

However, they are lacking the mechanical strength to be applied to bone or vascular tissues, 

which are subjected to great mechanical stress. By the way, the chemical composition of the 

polymer may differ from batch to batch and so the reproducibility is an issue for natural 

polymers, as well. On the other hand, synthetic polymers are easy to control and process a, 

their mechanical strength can be tailored. They also have a significant benefit of availability 

and reliability, but due to their chemical structure they are not easy to degrade and might 

have toxic degradation products[25]. 

1.1. Three-Dimensional Tissue Engineering 

The fundamental goal of the tissue engineering is mimicking the extracellular matrix both 

physically and chemically. Organizing cells into a three-dimensional construct and stimulate 

them to grow into a functional tissue requires a well-designed scaffold. Scaffold architecture 

is the actual issue to manufacture an appropriate tissue construct. Since the main goal of 

tissue engineering is mimicking in vivo environment and achieving functional tissue models 

in vitro, providing a three-dimensional support, which makes cells act as they are in their 

own extracellular matrix is essential. 

Cells are in contact with the extracellular environment in the body and they have both 

mechanical support and nutrient transfer from this environment. Scientists were creating 
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three-dimensional cell culturing methods to provide this 3D surrounding in vitro. There are 

three approaches so far. Acellular scaffolds were fabricated with various techniques such as 

salt leaching [23; 39], gas foaming [68], phase separation [42], freeze drying [23], 3D printing 

[61], stereolithography [36], electrospinning [69] etc. and cells were seeded on to them to 

create three-dimensional tissue models. In another approach, hydrogel-cell hybrid constructs 

were fabricated via cell encapsulation method [49]. Cells are mixed in the pre-polymer 

solution and crosslinked while cells are already inside the solution. Besides these approaches, 

scaffold-free cell aggregations were also formed [12] to create 3D tissue constructs.  

1.2. Parameters for Designing a Scaffold 

Scaffold fabrication is a challenging process due to the complexity of the human body. There 

are plenty of parameters must be considered to achieve the tissue integrity and regeneration. 

Since most of the parameters are related to material, selecting a suitable material is the most 

important part of the scaffold fabrication. The main parameters (Figure 1.1) are; 

 Biocompatibility 

 Biodegradability 

 Porosity 

 Permeability 

 Mechanical strength and flexibility 

 Surface adhesion of the cell attachment 
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Figure 1. 1:The schematic of the modeling parameters 

Biocompatibility means that the material should not be toxic and will not cause any immune 

response when it is interacting with the human body [53]. This is the most selective parameter 

prior to fabrication. Biodegradation is the act of disintegration of the material in body 

environment while replacing with the extracellular matrix. As cells are secreted their own 

extracellular matrix, it is expected that the scaffold gets degraded and while the material 

degrading, its required that it remains its biocompatibility and produces nontoxic residues 

[21, 53]. 

Porosity is a constitutive feature of scaffold architecture. This is essential for cell migration, 

nutrient transfer, and waste removal.  Pore size and the distance between pores steers the 
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vascularization and cell migration in the scaffold. At least 90 % porosity and 100-400 nm 

pore size are the required numbers for the desired regeneration in tissue scaffolds [4]. 

The permeability of the material supports the diffusion of the nutrients into scaffold and 

wastes out of the scaffolds. Permeability provides the nutrient exchange while the 

extracellular matrix is being built around the cells and allows signaling molecules to circulate 

in the tissue construct. The more porosity means the more permeability within the scaffold 

[8].  

1.3. Hydrogels 

Hydrogels are the type of polymers that have the ability of gelation. They are an appropriate 

source of soft tissue scaffolds due to their structural similarity to the extracellular matrix, 

biocompatibility, and hydrophilicity which results in the high water content (≥30 % by 

weight) [30, 38].  

Both natural and synthetic hydrogels were applied in medical history. Due to their 

controllability and reliability, synthetic polymers were broadly applied by the surgeons. 

Some aliphatic polyesters such as polylactic acid (PLA), polyglycolic acid (PGA) and the 

copolymer of these (PLGA) were approved by FDA for many applications and have been 

widely used as contact lenses, skin grafts etc. [62,66].  On the other hand, natural hydrogels 

like collagen, alginate, gelatin, hyaluronic acid, agarose etc. are promising sources for 

scaffold design. Some of these hydrogels such as collagen and hyaluronic acid are already 

existing macromolecules in the extracellular matrix. Hence, they provide desired biological 

properties for the cell adhesion, proliferation, migration, differentiation, and vascularization. 

Their biodegradability is another desired parameter and can be via altering the degree of 

crosslinking [38, 39]. 

Gelation process can be via temperature alteration[5] , pH changes[2] or photo 

polymerization[47]. Temperature change was an issue due to protein deterioration at high 

temperatures, however, studies on decreasing the temperature difference as close as body 

temperature brought successful results[11].  pH change is another approach for gel 
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crosslinking where alginate hydrogels were formed via this method. Even though the method 

was easy to perform it is not providing control over the crosslinking density and gel forms in 

a toxic environment[2]. Photopolymerization is another technique where polymers were 

reacted with acrylates or methacrylates prior to light exposure. Then, in the presence of a 

photoinitiator substances, photocrosslinking occurs[47]. Once the crosslinking completed, 

the photoinitiator must be washed off from the environment in order to remove toxic 

chemicals. Photopolymerization is one of the most preferred methods to create gels due to it 

controllable parameters and relatively less toxicity. In addition to all these parameters the 

scaling- up the fabrication of the scaffold, being able to manufacture the scaffold in desired 

geometries and sterilize it are essential features of the scaffold design.  

1.4. Photopolymerization  

Light sensitive substances called photoinitiators (like Irgacure 2959) interact with visible or 

UV light and then they create free radicals that initiate the crosslinking of the liquid pre-

polymer solutions into gel form[59]. Polymerization or curing the materials using light has 

been used broadly in dentistry to seal the dental prosthesis and dental cavity fillers in situ[18, 

45]. Photopolymerization has an extensive application area such as membranes, coatings, 

printing materials, surface modifications and polymeric materials[47]. Including fast curing 

time (from a few seconds to a minute), temporal and spatial control over curing, appropriate 

temperature requirements (room temperature or physiological temperature conditions) and 

negligible heat production, photopolymerization has a great advantage over the conventional 

methods. Besides, photopolymerization provides users an invasive approach during the 

application. The pre-polymer liquids can be injected to the location where it is needed using 

catheters[65], laparoscopic devices[27] or just with a syringe[14] to the dermal tissue to 

perform an in situ polymerization. This facilitative approach makes the technique attractive 

for biomedical application as it allows the practitioner to create complex architectures that 

adhere and adapt to the tissue construct. However, since the biological environments require 

a limited range of temperature and pH levels, as well as no presence of the toxic materials 

(such as organic solvents or monomers), still some photopolymerization systems fulfill the 
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requirement of the biological systems by means of relatively mild conditions (lower light 

intensity, body temperature, shorter exposure time) that allows to process to be carried out 

with cells.  

1.4.1. Photopolymerization Technique 

This method can be explained as light-guided polymerization and it is proven that it is a 

promising tool for cell related studies especially examining three-dimensional cell behavior, 

as well as for many other biomedical applications[9, 14, 18, 44, 46]. Combination of the 

irradiation with suitable light wavelength and the presence of distinct substances that absorbs 

light initiate the radical photopolymerization. The light absorbing substances then either 

decomposes or eases the decomposition of co-initiator substances, into free radicals that drive 

the polymerization. Depending on their radical formation mechanism following photon 

absorption, the radical photopolymerization systems are branch into two main classes. First 

class (cleavage type) photoinitiators decompose into two radicals after the absorbing the 

photons. On the other hand, second class photoinitiators stay in an excited state following 

photon absorption, remove a hydrogen atom from a co-initiator substances[18]. 

Camphorquinone-amine combinations[6] and eosin Y[10, 56] were applied as second type 

photoinitiators and showed some successful cell encapsulation applications[45-47]. Even 

though these photoinitiators have high water solubility, they have practical drawbacks 

including the requirement of a second co-initiator, overlapping excitation and emission 

spectra of eosin Y with many fluorophores that were widely used for cellular imaging. Most 

of the first class photoinitiators, that have visible light absorbance, have poor water solubility 

and high cell toxicity[10]. The most commonly employed UV photoinitiator for cell 

encapsulation is 1-[4-(2-hydroxyethoxy)-phenyl]-2-hydroxy-2-methyl-1-propanone (AKA 

Irgacure 2959) despite its poor water solubility. Even though it has the highest water 

solubility among the other first-class photoinitiators, its water solubility at optimal conditions 

is less than 2 % (w/v)[19]. On the other hand, even preparing a 0.5% soliton requires a 

considerable agitation and heating to dissolve the Irgacure thoroughly. To achieve an 

efficient polymerization, the absorbance spectrum of the photoinitiator must be demonstrated 
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an acceptable overlap with the emission spectrum of the selected light source. However, for 

cell related studies, low wavelength light sources must be excluded due to their phototoxic 

and mutagenic features[31, 33]. Mostly the light emission is filtered to make light centered 

around 365 nm, but the molar extinction coefficient of Irgacure at 365 nm is pretty low (4M-

1cm-1) and tails off almost entirely before reaching to 370 nm[16]. Hence, this limits the use 

of Irgacure 2959 with a different wavelength, however; it still is a great option for UV 

photopolymerization for cell encapsulation. 

1.4.2. Photopolymerization in Tissue Engineering 

Photopolymerization of monomers was investigated widely for both UV and visible light. 

Even though these systems work quite well for plenty of applications, they are not appropriate 

for tissue-related practices due to monomeric cytotoxicity. Thus, generally, macromolecular 

precursors were used as photopolymerizable hydrogels for tissue engineering applications. 

The examples of these macromolecular polymers are polyethylene glycol acrylate or 

methacrylate derivatives, hyaluronic acid derivatives, dextran methacrylate derivatives that 

are water-soluble molecules, which have two or more reactive parts. 

There are three main practices of the photopolymerizable hydrogels in biomedical 

applications. These are using hydrogels as barriers after the injuries to enhance the healing 

process, drug delivery carriers and cell encapsulation precursors. The hydrogel barriers were 

constructed from the biodegradable poly (ethylene-glycol-co-lactic acid) diacrylates as a 

coating macromers on the injured tissue surfaces. This approach was aimed to prevent 

thrombosis and restenosis[27, 34]. In another application photopolymerization of this 

macromolecular hydrogel was used to prevent post-operative adhesion formation[57]. 

Hydrophilic macromolecular drugs like proteins and oligonucleotides can be carried with 

hydrogels. Hydrogels are a great source for drug carrier due to their biocompatibility, ease of 

controlling the crosslink density and swelling and degradation rate via altering the fabrication 

parameters. On the other hand, since the photopolymerization can be performed in situ, the 

photopolymerizable hydrogels are attractive for local drug delivery applications[1,7]. They 

are also used for intravascular drug delivery using interfacial photopolymerization[1]. 
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Encapsulating cells to provide an immunoisolation while maintaining the diffusion of oxygen 

and nutrients is another usage of photopolymerized hydrogels. The cured polymers allow 

selective cell transfer to the desired target. Polyethylene glycol diacrylates (PEGDA) were 

used as photopolymerizable hydrogels to develop an artificial pancreas tissue[9, 10, 50]. 

PEGDA pre-polymer solution that contains islets were used to create microspheres that 

provide immunoisolation and the diffusion was optimized via decreasing the thickness of 

microspheres. As a result, the high viability of islets was observed after 30 days of 

transplantations in rats[9]. 

Hydrogels are a great source for soft tissue engineering due to their mechanical and structural 

properties. Hence, photopolymerizable hydrogels are attractive as tissue scaffolds. They were 

studied for cartilage tissue regeneration[15], vascular smooth muscle cells[45], vascular 

tissue with endothelial cells[60] and neuron development[22]. Photopolymerizable hydrogels 

also allow encapsulation of bioactive molecules alongside the cells to manipulate the cell 

regeneration or differentiation[45]. 

1.4.3. Photopolymerization Parameters for Tissue Engineering 

Photopolymerization is a crosslinking technique that is used either to polymerization of 

monomers or macromolecular polymers. In any case, a light reactive photoinitiator molecule 

is required to initiate the process. The better crosslinking density depends on proportional to 

the better photoinitiator concentration and the radiation density. For photopolymerization, 

high-energy radiation[54, 55], UV radiation[43] and visible light radiation[41] was 

investigated and so far, better results were reported for UV radiation considering cell viability 

and cytotoxicity. 

Long-wave UV photopolymerization is one of the most common approaches to hydrogels for 

biomedical applications due to advantages of spatial and temporal control of the process, low 

energy requirements and medically acceptable curing times. UV photo-crosslinking can be 

carried out at body temperature and pH, both in vivo and in vitro. Since the 

photopolymerization is driven by free-radicals from photoinitiator molecules, the non-

toxicity of these molecules is another requirement[46]. The concentration and homogeneity 
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of radicals provide an opportunity for tuning the porosity and crosslinking density. However, 

the presence of the free-radicals brings the possibility of cell interaction and this may cause 

cell damage during the reaction. On the other hand, the choice of toxic solvent and 

photoinitiator, high intensity of UV light, heat formation during the polymerization may 

potentially harm the cells[6, 47]. The concentration of the polymer and photoinitiator solution 

has a great role in both cell survival and tuning the crosslinking density, as well. 

As it is shown in figure 1 the main photopolymerization parameters for biomedical 

applications are a selection of polymer, photoinitiator and solvent, optimization of UV 

intensity and exposure time and the concentration of polymer and photoinitiator solution.  

1.4.4. Spot Light UV Curing Systems 

Photopolymerization can be performed either with visible light or UV light. In this study, 

UV photopolymerization of hydrogels was performed. The UV curing system has a 200 W 

UV curing lamp and provides a spot focused UV light that is advantageous for a photomask 

using applications. Spot size can be altered by changing the distance from probe to the 

subject. It is possible to use collimating lenses to enhance the spreading of light to the subject. 

The UV intensity can reach up to 30W/cm2 and can be applied as low as 2 mW/cm2. 

1.4.5. Polymer Solution Parameters 

Gel fabrication with photopolymerization method requires a pre-polymer solution which 

contains a photoinitiator. There are a couple major parameters that determine gel quality and 

suitability for cell experiments. These are photoinitiator solubility, polymer concentration, 

solvent and pH of the solution. 

Photoinitiator Solubility The best photoinitiator for UV photopolymerization is Irgacure 

2959 considering cell viability. However, Irgacure has very low water solubility at 

physiological conditions and even under high temperature and vigorous mixture it is hard to 

dissolve it in water[19]. So, while preparing the polymer solution, the first step is making 

sure that the photoinitiator has been dissolved completely. 
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Polymer Concentration The concentration of the polymer solution affects the rigidity, 

stiffness, and porosity of the gel. While determining the polymer concentration, the cell 

migration and proliferation throughout the gel must be considered. If the gel is too stiff, cells 

cannot move in the gel and this is not the desired situation for tissue and organ modeling. 

Besides, polymer concentration has a role to decide the UV exposure time. The more 

concentrated the solution, the less the UV exposure needed. 

Solvent On the other hand, choosing the solvent to prepare polymer solution is crucial for 

cell viability. Most of the organic solvents are highly cytotoxic; therefore, the polymer 

solution must be prepared with non-toxic solutions such as water or phosphate buffer 

solution. 

pH Cell experiments are performed under physiological conditions to mimic body 

environment in vitro. One of these conditions is the pH level of the solutions. In the body, 

the main carrier is blood and all the nutrients, waste, oxygen and carbon dioxide were carried 

via blood. The pH level is the blood is 7.4 and this is the level that all the body environment 

mimicking solutions must have. When the polymer dissolution occurs in the solvent, the pH 

level must be maintained around physiological levels to maintain cell viability.  

1.5. Gelatin 

In tissue engineering, mimicking extracellular matrix is the main aim to create an ideal 

scaffold. Extracellular matrix is a composition of extracellular molecules that are secreted by 

the surrounding supportive cells. This matrix consists of two major 

 macromolecules which are proteoglycans such as glycosaminoglycans, perlecans, aggrecans 

etc. and fibrous proteins such as collagen, fibronectin, elastin, and laminin (Figure 1.2) [20].  
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Figure 1. 2: Extracellular matrix[52] 

Collagen is the most abundant fibrous protein in an extracellular matrix structure. It is also 

the major protein constituent of connective tissue, bone, skin, and cartilage. Even though this 

makes collagen a great scaffold source, collagen has antigenicity because of its biological 

origin and there is a huge risk of triggering host reaction[3].  

Gelatin is a derivative of collagen that is obtained via hydrolysis and its composition is almost 

identical to collagen. So, this makes gelatin a great alternative for tissue engineering 

applications. Collagen has a triple helix structure, however, during thermal denaturation or 

degradation (physical or chemical) of collagen, this triple helix structure gets broken and this 

makes gelatin a biodegradable and nonimmunogenic product[26]. Gelatin has relatively less 

antigenicity compared to collagen though, the signaling molecules such as Arg-Gly-Asp 

(RGD) sequence of the collagen that stimulate and promote cell attachment, differentiation 

and proliferation still exist in the composition of gelatin[40].  

Gelatin is soluble in aqueous solutions and in liquid form at physiological temperature. 

Hence, for long-term experiments, gelatin must get crosslinked prior to experiment so, both 
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the mechanical and thermal stability will be enhanced and cell experiments will be performed 

in a more stable environment. Gelatin can be crosslinked via using chemical crosslinking 

agents[3, 32, 40] or photocrosslinking can be performed after methacrylation of the 

gelatin[48].  

1.5.1. Gelatin methacrylate (GelMA) 

Photocrosslinking requires methacrylate or acrylate molecules which bonds open with the 

presence of photoinitiator molecules and create new bonds under the light exposure. As a 

brief definition, gelMA is a gelatin derivative, which consists largely of methacrylamide 

groups and a relatively small amount of methacrylate groups. GelMA must be submitted to 

photopolymerization to build a covalently crosslinked gel product. 

GelMA was first fabricated by Van Den Bulcke et al. and despite the minor variations of the 

protocol, its principle is same[64]. Briefly, the protocol is the direct reaction of gelatin with 

a methacrylic anhydride in phosphate buffer saline (PBS) at 50°C. In this reaction, the amine 

and hydroxyl groups of amino acid residues were substituted with methacryloyl groups 

(Figure 1.3). Mechanical properties of the gelMA can be tuned by changing the amount of 

methacrylic anhydride that added to the reaction. On the other side, the substitution degree 

of amine and hydroxyl groups can be enhanced via maintaining the pH level high[28] 

.  
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Figure 1. 3: The synthesis of gelatin methacrylate[67] 

The substitution reaction typically stopped by diluting five times with PBS and then, the 

solution was subjected to the dialysis process in dialysis tubing via passing deionized water 

through for at least a week to remove the cytotoxic component completely. The final solution 

was freeze-dried and stored. Since the reaction of methacrylic anhydride and gelatin is a two-

phase reaction where methacrylic anhydride added and dispersed into liquid solution, the 

way methacrylic anhydride added into the solution and the mixing may affect the quality of 

final product and the degree of reaction[70]. 

1.5.2. Three-dimensional GelMA gel construct fabrication 

The organs and tissues in the body have a three-dimensional (3D) environment around them 

and they function as three-dimensional systems. Hence, while trying to model a tissue or an 

organ, this three-dimensional system must be considered and modeled accordingly.  

Fabricating three-dimensional scaffolds serves as the 3D environment of the cells inside the 

body. In this research, gelatin methacrylate was chosen as a material to fabricate the 3D 

supportive construct. For manufacturing 3D gels photocrosslinking method was used and UV 

photocrosslinking was performed. The advantage of gelMA three-dimensional constructs can 

be told as; 
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 Physical and mechanical support for cells 

 Mimicking the 3D environment of the ECM 

 Promoting cell adhesion and differentiation via RGD proteins that already exist in 

GelMA 

 Providing a porous environment for cell migration and proliferation. 

3D gelMA constructs can be fabricated by exposing the UV light directly to the pre-polymer 

solution or computer-aided designed photo-opaque masks can be used to create different 

textures. Using photomasks allow us to create geometric shapes and build various types of 

models. For example, a square can be divided into 4 identical squares and 4 different 

parameters can be worked at once with one complete set of texture (Figure 1.4). On the other 

hand, photomasks allow working with different cell types at once in one complete geometry, 

as well[22]. 

 

Figure 1. 4: Creating a full geometry with distinct gel blocks 

1.6. The Importance of Co-Culturing Cells 

Co-culturing different types of cells were always attractive for modeling a complete tissue 

and organ. In the body, the cell viability, differentiation, migration, proliferation, apoptosis, 

and even phenotypical features are all controlled via signaling molecules. The most studied 

signaling molecules are integrins and cytokines. Integrins are the most abundant 

transmembrane proteins and they regulate both the cellular binding to ECM and response to 

surrounding ECM signal proteins coming from different cell types. There is a phenomenon 
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that cells are crosstalking to each other using signaling proteins and decide how they will act 

in their environment. Therefore, not only mimicking the ECM is essential for an appropriate 

modeling but also co-culturing various types of cells are crucial to achieving a functional in 

vitro tissue and organ modeling.  

When cell lines are cultured in vitro, they may lose their phenotypic features or even cellular 

characteristics. Since signaling molecules control the maintenance of cellular features, 

lacking crosstalk may be causing these issues. As various cell types exist together in vivo, 

distinct signaling molecules from each type of cell can possibly control the behavior of each 

cell. In monoculturing, the functioning of cells is limited due to lacking signaling molecules. 

On the other hand, since the information about the crosstalking mechanism and the signaling 

molecules are limited, we are not able to mimic the in vivo environment completely in 

monoculturing. However, it is possible to improve in vitro culturing conditions via co-

culturing. While three-dimensional scaffolds are mimicking ECM, co-culturing different 

cells may provide the lacking crosstalk and allow constructing a better in vitro model. 

1.6.1. Co-culturing Parameters 

Co-culturing systems are challenging mechanisms and there are a few parameters must be 

considered. They are: 

 Choosing cells 

 Choosing culture medium 

 Cell type characterization 

 Seeding strategy 

 Dynamic or static culture 

 Distribution or alignment in a culture dish 

Before seeding cells into a culture dish, cell source must be decided whether a cell line or 

primary cells will be used. Once the cells were chosen an optimal cell culture medium which 

will satisfy all cell types must be optimized prior to culturing. Depending on the tissue or 

organ that will be studied, type of cells must be determined. Some cells proliferate faster than 

others while some of them are more fastidious than others. Hence, while deciding the seeding 
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density, the ones that are proliferating faster and more tolerant are better to be at lower 

concentrations. All cells are subjected to a different level of mechanical stimulation such as 

compression, shear or tension forces in vivo, so cells must be submitted to proper mechanical 

stress in either static or dynamic conditions. This mechanostimulation  

can be a light agitation during carriage or a dynamic compression stress in a bioreactor 

depending on the tissue type[29, 35].  
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1. Devices 

 Omnicure S2000 Spot light UV curing device (Excelitas Technologies Corp., USA) 

 A light microscope (Olympus CK2, USA) 

 Centrifuge (Thermo fisher, SL 16R, USA) 

 CO2 incubator (Thermo Fisher, FORMA Series II Water Jacket, USA) 

 Class II laminar flow hood (NUAIRE Class II, MN, USA) 

 Water bath circulator (Commat, WBC3044, Turkey) 

 Inverted fluorescent microscope (Olympus CKX53, USA) 

 1-10, 20-200 and 100-1000 µl micropipettes (Thermo fisher, USA) 

 Hemocytometer (Neubauer) 

 22 x 22 mm no:1 coverslips (Isolab, Canada) 

2.2. Methods 

5 main steps were followed in this study to complete the three-dimensional neural co-culture 

experiment. 

1. Manufacturing 3D gel fabrication device 

2. GelMA Synthesis and characterization 

3. The hydrogel characterization of digitally created geometries  

4. Cell viability tests for co-cultured hydrogel posts 

5. Functional immunostaining of hydrogel posts 

2.2.1. Manufacturing the 3D gel fabrication device 

A novel device that allows fabricating precise hydrogel blocks using photomasks was 

designed. This device has three main parts, which are the main case, mask holder and mask 

frame (Figure 2.1). This whole system was designed as a drawer-like system (Figure 2.2.5.1-

1) and limiting the mobile parts of the system made it more precise for the alignments while 

creating co-cultures where the alignment of the distinct parts of the geometry is critical for 
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the communication between cells. The device was designed using a CAD software 

(SolidWorks 9.9.14, USA) and was manufactured in Yönsis Lazer, İzmir, Turkey. 304 

stainless steel was used as a material and the device was assembled using a cyanoacrylate 

adhesive (Cartell 911, Taiwan). Photo-opaque masks were designed using graphical design 

software (CorelDRAW, Corel corp., Canada) and printed out by A print İzmir, Turkey using 

a chrome based printing technique.  

 

Figure 2. 1: The elements of the 3D gel fabrication device 

2.2.2. Gelatin methacrylate (GelMA) Synthesis 

Gelatin (Fluka Analytical, Germany) was added into 100 ml of Dulbecco’s phosphate buffer 

saline (DPBS) (Bioshop, Canada) at a concentration of 10 % (w/v) and dissolved using 

magnetic stirrer at 60°C. When the solution became clear, methacrylic anhydride (Sigma 

Aldrich, Germany) at the concentration of 8 % (v/v) was added with a rate of 1 ml/min. The 

solution was kept at 50°C for 3 hours under a dynamic stirring for the reaction. The reaction 

was stopped via adding 5-fold dilution of the solution with pre-warmed (40°C) DPBS. The 
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solution was dialyzed for 1 week in distilled water with 10 kDa cut-off to remove salts and 

unreacted compounds. The polymer solution was then lyophilized for a week to obtain porous 

foam and it was stored at -80°C. 

2.2.3. Surface treatment of coverslips 

Coverslips were acrylated to enhance the adhesive properties of the glass. This acrylation 

process was performed using 3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate (TMSPMA) (Sigma-

Aldrich, China). Briefly, coverslips were wetted with 10% sodium hydroxide (Merck, 

Germany) solution for 1 hour, washed with distilled water and dried using nitrogen gas. The 

coverslips then dipped into TMSPMA overnight at 80°C. The treated coverslips were washed 

with ethanol 3 times and dried using nitrogen gas. The coverslips were kept at room 

temperature prior to experiments. All the treated coverslips were used within 7 days after 

acrylation. 

2.2.4. Preparation of pre-polymer solution 

Pre-polymer solution was prepared fresh prior to UV curing process. Photoinitiator (PI) 2-

hydroxy-1-[4-(hydroxyethoxy)-phenyl]-2-methyl-lpropanone (Irgacure 2959) was 

purchased from Boysan Boya Sanayi Ticaret A.Ş., Istanbul. PI was dissolved in DPBS 

(Bioshop, Canada) with the concentration of 1 % (w/v) at 80 °C. 5% (w/v) GelMA was added 

to solution and then vortexed.  Since the solution was light sensitive, it was kept in dark 

during the study. 

2.2.5. 3D gel fabrication system 

The fabrication system consists of five main elements (Figure 2.2). These are: 

1. 3D gel fabrication device 

2. UV probe holder 

3. UV probe 

4. Device carrier 

5. OmniCure UV light spot curing source 
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Figure 2. 2: The 3D gel fabrication system 

2.2.6. Fabrication of hydrogel posts 

Six different geometries were designed digitally based on squares, circles, and texts. These 

geometries were sectioned into elements (concentric circles, saw-like fractioned square, 

complementary checkerboard-like square, microscale text (IKC) and radially sectioned 

circles) to create colored images and co-cultures. Photomask sets were designed for each 

element to create individual geometries. The number of photomasks differed for each set 

depending on the elements that each geometry had. Photomasks were designed so that when 

they were placed on top of each other as they will make connected and concentric patterns. 
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Mask alignments were achieved using the crosses that are located at each corner of the 

photomasks which are drawn with 9 mm separation and the black frame that aligns with the 

inner square of the photomask frame was designed as 12 mm by 12 mm. 

An alignment device was designed to achieve precise digitally formed patterns. Since the 

precision is the most important parameter to create definite geometries, minimum mobility 

was aimed at the design. A drawer-like system was created to make the process convenient 

and practical. The device was designed based on regular 22 mm by 22 mm cover glass and 

the elements of the device assembled using cyanoacrylate adhesive glue (Cartell 911, 

Taiwan). The only mobile unit of the device was mask holder to enhance the precision of the 

process. The photomasks that were created for each unit of the patterns were stabilized on 

the mask frames using low- viscosity adhesive (Cartell 911, Taiwan). To maintain the 

precision photomask frame was placed on to mask holder and mask holder was pushed into 

the main device like a drawer (2.2.5.1-1). TMSPMA treated coverslip was then positioned 

on to device prior to UV treatment. Since the device was molded precisely to be able to fit 

the 22 mm by 22 mm coverslip, the coverslip was perfectly stabilized on the device. A spacer 

involved coverslip was designed and cut from polystyrene plate which is a hydrophobic 

material that will not let hydrogel posts cure on it. Once the coverslip and mask holder was 

stabilized the fabrication procedure was followed (Figure 2.3).  
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Figure 2. 3: The working process of the 3D gel fabrication device 

2.2.7. The fabrication procedure of 3D gelMA posts 

The following steps were followed to fabricate a complete geometry:  

1. To fabricate the first unit of certain geometry 35 µl of the pre-polymer solution was 

pipetted on to TMSPMA coated coverslip and then covered with spacer cover. 

2. The device was exposed the UV light using The OmniCure S2000 UV Light Curing 

System (Excelitas Technologies Corp., Waltham, MA, USA).  The device was 

located at a distance of 60 mm from UV probe and power density was set to 6,25 

W/cm2. UV exposure duration was set to 35 seconds for cell encapsulating hydrogel 

posts, but for the colored hydrogel posts, the duration was varied (Table 2.1). 

3. After UV exposure, the uncross-linked pre-polymer solution was removed via 

washing with DPBS.  
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4. To fabricate the second unit of the final geometry, mask holder was pulled out and mask 

frame was replaced with the second photomask, then mask holder shoved into the main 

device.  

5. The second pre-polymer solution was added on to the same coverslip where the first unit 

was cured. The spacer cover was then placed on to the coverslip and the device was 

exposed to UV light. These steps were repeated until the desired geometry was formed. 

At the end of this experiment, a prototype of digitally specified patterns was fabricated. 

Table 2. 1: The working parameters of 3D gel fabrication 

 

2.2.8. Preparation of Cells 

Three different cell lines were used for cell experiments. L929 (fibroblast), SH-SY5Y 

(neuroblastoma), HUVEC (endothelial cells) cells that had been stored in liquid nitrogen 

were thawed individually at the passage of 33, 16, and 18 respectively and suspended in 

Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (Biological Industries, Cromwell, CT, USA) which 

contains 10 % fetal bovine serum (Biological Industries, Cromwell, CT, USA) , 1% 

penicillin/streptomycin (Gibco, Waltham, MA, USA) and 1% L-glutamine(Gibco, Waltham, 

MA,USA). Cells were seeded in cell culture dishes and incubated at 37 ºC with a 95% relative 

humidity, and 5 % CO2. Cells were sub-cultured twice prior to viability and cell tracker 

experiments. 
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2.2.9. Three-dimensional neural co-culture preparation 

L929, SH-SY5Y, and HUVEC cells were trypsinized with 0.25 % trypsin-EDTA (Gibco, 

Waltham, MA, USA) and mixed into the pre-polymer solution at a concentration of 106 cells 

ml-1. 30 µl of the mixture was loaded on to TMSPMA coated coverslip by pipetting and 

hydrogel posts were cured using UV light for 35 seconds at a power of 6.25 W/cm2 and the 

distance of 60 mm. Once the first element was formed, the coverslip was washed with DPBS 

to remove the un-crosslinked pre-polymer solution. The mask frame was replaced with the 

second element and the second pre-polymer solution, which consists of another type of cell, 

was injected on to the same coverslip and cured under UV light. This process was repeated 

until the desired geometry was completed. Once the desired pattern was completed, the 

coverslip was transferred into a six-well plate and pattern was washed with complete medium 

six times with 5 minutes time intervals to remove the cytotoxic photoinitiator. Six-well plate 

was then placed into the incubator that provides the conditions of 37 °C, 95 % relative 

humidity and 5 % CO2. Cell culture medium was refreshed every other day.  

2.2.10. Cell viability assay 

The viability of three-dimensional tissue constructs was assessed using Live/death viability 

assay (Biovision, Inc., CA, USA). The live cell staining cell dye (1:1000) and the dead cell 

staining dye (1:10000) were diluted in assay buffer. The cell encapsulated hydrogel posts 

were then incubated for 45 minutes at 37°C prior to imaging. The viability assay was 

performed at day 0, 1, 4 and 7. Fluorescent images were taken via Olympus CKX53 inverted 

microscope. Live and dead cells were observed at the emission of 530 nm and 635 nm 

respectively. 5-8 images were taken from the three-dimensional tissue constructs at different 

focus points and a Z-stack of images was formed using NIH Image J software. The Z-stack 

was projected into one single image using the pixel intensity summation tool of Image J, 

further analyzes were then performed. NIH Image J was used to quantify the results and count 

the cells. 
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2.2.11. Functional immunofluorescent staining 

Distinct cell types were identified using functional immunofluorescent staining using 

fluorescent cell trackers. In this study, 3-unit and 2-unit patterns were used and these 

individual elements were encapsulated different cell types. QtrackerTM 655 cell labeling kit 

625 cell tracker (red), Qtracker TM 525 cell labeling kit (green) and CellTrackerTM Blue 

CMF2HC dye were purchased from Life Technologies, NY, USA. For Qtrackers; component 

A and B for both 525 and 655 were mixed equal amounts in individual 1.5 ml centrifuge 

tubes and then incubated for 5 minutes at room temperature. Then diluted (1:200) with 

complete medium and vortexed 30 seconds. Culture medium was replaced with 

immunostaining solution and cells were incubated for 24 hours at 37 °C and 5% CO2. 

CMF2HC dye was serum sensitive so; the immunostaining solution was prepared by diluting 

(1:400) the dye in serum-free medium. Cell culture medium removed and cells were washed 

serum-free medium to make sure there weren’t any serum residues. The immunostaining 

solution was then added to cell culture dish and cells were incubated for 24 hours at 37 °C 

and 5% CO2. 

Cells were trypsinized with 0.25 % trypsin-EDTA after 24-hour incubation and mixed with 

a pre-polymer solution at a concentration of 106 cells ml-1. The mixture was loaded on to 

TMSPMA coated coverslip that stabilized on the alignment device and exposed to UV light 

for 35 seconds to crosslink the first element of the desired pattern. The un-crosslinked pre-

polymer solution was washed away with DPBS and the second pre-polymer solution was 

loaded on to the same coverslip. The process was repeated until the desired pattern was 

formed. At the end of the process digitally designed patterns was been able to see as different 

colored cell-loaded units. The fluorescent images were taken with Olympus CKX53 inverted 

microscope and images were stacked, projected and analyzed with NIH image J software.  
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3. RESULTS 

3.1. H1 NMR characterization GelMA 

The methacrylation of GelMA was controlled using H NMR technique. The peak at 7.4 ppm 

was corresponding to the aromatic residues of gelatin. The peaks at 5.59 ppm and 5.80 ppm 

were corresponding to the methacrylamide groups. The H NMR data proved that the 

methacrylation of gelatin was successful and gelMA was ready to use for 

photopolymerization (Figure 3.1 and 3.2). 

 

Figure 3. 1: H1 NMR characterization of gelatin 
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Figure 3. 2: H1 NMR characterization of gelatin methacrylate 

3.2. Characterization of the 3D gel fabrication 

The precision of the alignment and the gel fabrication of the device were characterized using 

colored and transparent hydrogel posts. The gel posts were fabricated with a thickness of 300 

µm using three different photomask sets. Every unit of the geometry was fabricated using a 

different colored dye to see the alignment and the interfaces of the hydrogel posts (Figure 3.4 

and 3.5). It was observed that the geometries were fabricated precisely and the analysis of 

their sizes showed that the device was fabricated the textures accurately. To show the 

alignment precision, transparent gels were used and after fabricating the whole geometry, a 

drop of blue dye was injected on the coverslip to see whether the dye will go through between 

the units of geometry. It was observed that the dye only colored the outside of the hydrogel 

posts and this proved that there was no space between the hydrogel units (Figure 3.3).   
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Figure 3. 3: Alignment test for the precision of the fabrication 
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Figure 3. 4: Colored display of saw photomask 
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Figure 3. 5:  Colored display of 120° circle photomask 
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3.3. Cell Viability Tests 

The viability of co-cultured cells was studied. In this study, a proof of concept brain model 

was studied and neuroblastoma cell line (SH-SY5Y), endothelial cell line (HUVEC) and 

fibroblast cell line (L929) was used.  Two different photomask sets were applied to create 

co-culturing systems. Saw photomasks were used for co-culturing SH-SY5Y and HUVEC 

cells and two types of cells were co-cultured for 7 days.  A fluorescent cell viability kit was 

used to track the viability of cells. The imaging was performed at the days of 0, 1, 4 and 7, 

and the viability of the cells that are co-cultured using saw photomasks was 86 %, 80%, 89% 

and 83%, respectively (n=6). The overall viability was above 80%, which is a promising 

value for further studies.  

The other photomask set was half doughnut photomasks that allow co-culturing three types 

of cells together. In this set, SH-SY5y, HUVEC, and L929 cells were encapsulated into 

gelMA units and co-cultured for 7 days. The imaging was performed in the days of 0, 1, 4 

and 7, and the viability of the cells was 87%, 82%, 88% and 85 %, respectively (n=6). The 

overall viability for half doughnut photomask set was above 80 %, as well (Figure 3.6, 3.7 

and 3.8). 
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Figure 3. 6: The viability of both saw and half doughnut photomask sets (n=6) 
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Figure 3. 7: The viability images of saw photomask set 
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Figure 3. 8: Half doughnut photomask set viability images 
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3.4. Functional staining of cells 

Fluorescent cell trackers were used to staining the different cell types. Qtracker 655 stains 

cells in red, Qtracker 525 stains cells in green and CellTrackerTMBlue CMF2HC stains cells 

in blue. In this study SH-SY5Y cells were stained with Qtracker 525, HUVEC cells were 

stained with CellTrackerTMBlue CMF2HC and L929 cells were stained with Qtracker 655. 

These immunostains were used to show how cells are located and distributed in distinct gel 

units of individual geometries as a proof of concept.  

Six particularly textured geometries were used to demonstrate the distribution. These shapes 

were formed using the sets of saw photomask, doughnut photomask, IKC photomask, half 

doughnut photomask, squares photomask and 120° photomask. The sets of saw, doughnut, 

and squares photomasks contain two types of cells that are combinations of HUVEC, L929, 

and SH-SY5Y. On the other hand, the sets of IKC, half doughnut, and 120°photomasks 

contain all three types of cells (Figure 3.9-3.14).  

 

Figure 3. 9:The distribution of HUVEC (blue) and SH-SY5Y (green) in squares photomask 

set 
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Figure 3. 10: The distribution of HUVEC (blue) and L929 (red) in squares photomask set 

 

Figure 3. 11: The distribution of HUVEC (blue) and SH-SY5Y (green) in saw photomask 

set 
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Figure 3. 12: The distribution of HUVEC (blue), L929 (red) and SH-SY5Y (green) in 120° 

photomask set 

 

Figure 3. 13: The distribution of HUVEC (blue), L929 (red) and SH-SY5Y (green) in IKC 

photomask set 
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Figure 3. 14: The distribution of HUVEC (blue), L929 (red) and SH-SY5Y (green) in half 

doughnut photomask set 
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4. DISCUSSION 

Co-culturing different type of cells while obtaining the structure of the extracellular matrix 

is one of the goals of tissue modeling. One cannot ignore the complex and rich structure of 

the tissues, while biomimicking the organ construction. In this study neural cells, endothelial 

cells and epithelial cells were cultured together as a proof of concept modeling for brain 

structure. It is known that brain has various types of neural cells such as neurons, glial cells, 

astrocytes, microglia and oligodendrocytes[63]. On the other hand, the blood-brain barrier 

has endothelial cells and epithelial cells to build a barrier around the brain which develops a 

selective permeability of the component that is carried via blood[13]. As Three different cells 

that present in brain structure were cultured, it has been shown that an in vitro model can be 

created using hydrogel scaffolds and computer-aided designed photomasks. This approach 

lets scientist design different textures to model the brain and blood-brain barrier architecture 

and the interfaces between them. Photomasks allow building precise interfaces between 

different cell types encapsulated hydrogel posts and provide a well-modeled environment for 

further studies. 

4.1. Hydrogel fabrication 

The encapsulation of cells into hydrogel posts is a well-explained method for three- 

dimensional cell culture. There are methods that let scientist create a textured gel post 

including 3D printing and computer-aided designed photomasks.  3D printing is one of the 

emerging methods that let scientists create different designed hydrogel posts. However, due 

to high prices and well-trained people requirements, not all groups are able to use this 

technology. At this point, the basic photopolymerization methods using either UV or visible 

light bring a great advantage for lab scaled applications.  

Computer aided designed photomasks to allow creating precise geometries without any 

requirement of well-trained personnel. On the other hand, this approach is way inexpensive 

compared to 3D printing devices. Even though 3D printers provide a well-controlled 

environment with the assistance of design software, the fabrication of hydrogel blocks via 

UV photopolymerization is a cost-effective, precise a practical alternative to this high-tech 
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devices. The moderate cost of a 3D bioprinter is approximately $ 20.000[59]  whereas the 

cost of our system both including device and UV source is about $ 13.000 (Table 4.1).  

Table 4. 1: The cost of hydrogel fabrication system 

 

4.2. Neural tissue modeling 

Gurkan et al. (2013) were reported previously that endothelial cells, epithelial cells, and 

embryonic stem cells can be encapsulated in distinct gel posts and cultured together for long 

term. Differentiation of stem cells with the presence of the other two types of cells was 

achieved in this study and also the high viability of cells was reported[22]. Even though brain 

abundantly contains neural cells (neurons, glial cells, astrocytes etc.), it also has endothelial 

and epithelial cells in blood-brain barrier, which is a selective barrier that protects the brain. 

So, a simple, proof of concept creation of neural tissue can be build using neural cells, 

epithelial cells, and endothelial cells. 

There are two approaches which are either encapsulating cells into distinct hydrogel posts or 

seeding cells on to hydrogel scaffolds sequentially to fabricate a three-dimensional neural 

tissue model. In the second approach, different cells are seeded on to the scaffold at different 

time points of the incubation and this brings an adaptation stress on cells at different time 

points over and over again. However, when cells are encapsulated into hydrogel posts and 

incubated at the same time, their adaptation period begins at the same time and no gradual 

adaptation stress occurs on the cells. From this point, encapsulating cells using UV 

photopolymerization method become an advantageous approach to keep cells less stressed 

while allowing them to adapt each other’s presence in vitro. Considering this phenomenon, 
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neuroblastoma cell line (SH-SY5Y), endothelial cell line(HUVEC) and epithelial cell line 

(L929) were encapsulated in separate hydrogel posts which were in touch with each other 

and in this way, both tissue model and the precision of fabrication device were tested and 

positive results were achieved. 

4.3. Fabrication device 

A neural tissue model must have different cell types together and hence for being able to 

create an appropriate model, co-culturing cells is essential. While co-culturing cells, which 

are encapsulated in separate hydrogel posts, the connection between cells must be precisely 

ensured, hereby a device that will allow the user to create precise geometries was required. 

Although, 3D printing technologies fabricate perfectly precise geometries with pretty high 

resolutions, an affordable and easy to get alternative is still needed for lab scale applications. 

Gurkan et al. (2013) have used a sandwich-like device to construct their hydrogel posts, yet 

their design was not practical enough for further studies. In this study, we designed a drawer-

like device and limit the mobile parts as much as possible to make precision higher. The more 

precise fabrication will let us achieve more connected hydrogel posts which means the more 

connected cells. 
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5. CONCLUSION 

Neural tissue modeling is high in demand for further studies since it is hard to work on animal 

models due to both ethical issues and the challenges to understand what really happens in the 

signaling pathways in the complex structure of the brain. At this point, a simple model that 

will allow scientists to understand how a magnificent network of the neurons forms carries a 

great importance. Co-culturing the cells that present in the structure of the brain is the first 

step of in vitro neural tissue modeling prior to creating a fully functioning model 

achievement. On the other hand, culturing cells in a three-dimensional environment is 

essential to mimic the extracellular matrix and obtain veracious tissue models. For this 

purpose, we designed a novel three-dimensional hydrogel co-culturing system. This system 

requires a light which can be either UV light or visible light that will trigger the 

photopolymerization process. Also, this device lets users create various geometrical textures 

using computer-aided designed photomasks. Since the main aim of this study is modeling a 

neural tissue which is a well proportionally created with different cell types, the conversation 

between cells is crucial to understanding the further mechanisms of the tissue composition. 

Hence, this device allows users build precise and controlled geometries that have an 

extensive importance for the communication between cells during co-culturing.  

The outcomes of the study showed that our fabrication device has promising results and 7-

day viability tests proved that our device has nontoxic effect on the cells during fabrication. 

As an affordable alternative to 3D printing technology, our device will be a good contribution 

to the three-dimensional tissue culturing field. On the other hand, the high viability of cells 

indicated that both the photopolymerization technique and the device itself is a considerably 

promising method for further modeling research.  
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6. FUTURE PROSPECTS 

In this study, we only focused on designing a device that is both easy to use and affordable 

for lab scale applications and proved that our device works considerably well. So, we can use 

this device for any kind of tissue modeling such as vascular tissues, tissue interface 

modelings, tissue junction modelings as well as disease modelings.  

We have used quite simple geometries; however complex structures with complex additives 

in distinct hydrogel posts can be studied for curative approaches, as well. On the other hand, 

the tissue models that are created with this device can be used for pharmaceutical applications 

such as drug test or cosmetic tests that cannot be done due to ethical issues.  
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